
             
 

SimulEYE MIGS Kit 

Instructions for Use 
 

The SimulEYE MIGS Kit contains a platform which can provide tilt up to 30 degrees in order to 

simulate the turned head position which is required for visualization of the angle during MIGS 

surgical procedures. A reusable Base Unit is also included which is used to support the 

SimulEYE models. There are no model eyes included with this starter kit. 

Set-up and take down is quick and easy. 

A flat and smooth surface (OR back table, Mayo Stand, etc.) is required to allow the attached 

suction cups to hold the platform in position under the microscope. If a smooth surface is not 

available to directly attach the suction cups to, use the additional base plate in the kit with non-

slip dots on the back as a base platform. 

 

Assembly 

To assemble the stand, begin by securing the 2 small suction cups (already attached to the 

plate) to a flat, smooth surface or to the base plate if needed. 

Assemble the riser by placing the suction cups in each end of the soft tubing coupler segment. 

Slide the riser complex further under the plate to create more tilt or further back toward the user 

to create less tilt. 

 

The Suction Cups 

The suction cups with the coupler segment of soft tubing can be used in various combinations 

to provide the correct tilt angle and to stabilize the stand. You may only need the larger cup with 

the coupler tubing and may not even need to attach the smaller cup. 

For maximum tilt and stability, attach both the smaller and larger suction cups to the coupler 

segment. With the larger cup on top, slide the riser segment underneath the maximally tilted 

stand and attach the large suction cup to the back of the plate. Angle the smaller suction cup so 

that it is parallel to the smooth surface below and press down to secure it in place. 

 


